
Material 100% Polyester
Width 210cm

Application Mattress fabric applies to hometextile fabric with curtain fabric
Item Value

weight 35gsm
Capacity of delivery Large amount of

colour On request

Technic pressing it

Sample sample free to ship

package Roll business suit

Payment LC, DA , DP, TT and so on

printing pongee fabric, it is top top cheap, widly use for matterss, sponge foam matters.

We also offer many types of productss for your choicee. Please click on these words and find your need:

China printing Pongee mattress fabric supplier
100% poly quilted mattress fabric

Stichbond manufacturer of polyester fabrics

http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/satin-fabric.html
http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/mattress-pongee-fabric-supply.html
http://www.mattressfabricmanufacturer.com/products/printing-stichbond-mattress-nonwoven-fabric.html










  



  



 



   



 

        



 
        

1.10 years specailize in mattress fabric and components
2. First ensure quality and at the best prices and save all costs for the customer
3. Insure quantity and delievery time
4. Keep new designs and new products informed of the customer
5. Find new and fashion element for the customer
6. Keep bad luck market news for customer for example all kinds of prices such as yarn, foam
7. Combine all kinds of products in one container, no matter how small you are, if you want, we are here.
8. Inform your product situation during production.



9. sample can be sent free of charge .
OUR HOPE 
We hope you can be our guest to visit us, because China is beautiful and safe.
We hope that you can let us know your questions, because we would like to Slovene for you.
We hope you can tell us what you need, because we want to coordinate more.
We hope that you can spend some time with us to communicate, because we like to grow up together. 



Our products called ANTI SLIP FABRIC, the material is 100% polyester, it is applicable to sofas,
hometexile, mattresses, furniture, pillows, etc. It is 150-290 meters long. It is characterized by soft,
supple, comfortable, firm, not easy to deform and slip. ANTI SLIP FABRIC has a variety of colors, we can
send samples for free!


